+
Opti-Mist

®

PRE-COOLING ADIABATIC SYSTEM

Reduces
operating costs
by up to

20%

RefPlus®’s Opti-Mist+® is a supplementary cooling system that considerably increases the capacity of air-cooled
condensers, fluid coolers and CO2 gas coolers, especially in hot ambient conditions. It can be fitted as an option
to any of these unit models.
The RefPlus® adiabatic system uses a natural air-cooling process utilizing a series of headers with atomizing
nozzles that generate a fog of ultra-fine evaporated water droplets, pre-cooling the entering air.
The system includes a water pump and a piping network with nozzles, as well as a Guardian+ RC-A controller.
It is also equipped with a complete water treatment system, which completely eliminates scale deposits and
sterilizes the water supply.
Moreover, RefPlus®’s Opti-Mist+® adiabatic system substantially minimizes water consumption compared to
conventional evaporative type systems. It also greatly reduces refrigerant charges by downsizing the required
heat rejection surface area of air-cooled condensers, fluid coolers and CO2 gas coolers, thus lowering operating
costs by as much as 20%. Lowered condensing temperatures on condensers, fluid coolers and CO2 gas coolers
limits compressor power consumption, providing significant energy savings.

• Increases capacity of heat exchanger
• Replaces cooling tower & evaporative cooler
• Reduces water consumption by up to 80%*
• No air flow restriction - no pads required
• Smaller footprint for same capacity

• Reduces refrigerant charge
• 3-step filtration process that eliminates
bacterial proliferation, including legionella.
• Can be installed on most outdoor unit with
hydrophobic coated fin

R

*Compared to a cooling tower or an evaporative cooler

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Optimized nozzles for a uniform mist distribution


 Water consumption controls

Rustproof blue epoxy-coated aluminum fins for an

extended service life

Purge cycle programmed when the system does

not function for a long period of time or for
winterization

/4 or 1HP water pump provides required pressure
3
to nozzles, even when water inlet pressure is low or
unstable
 4 or 8 USGPM hydraulic circuit
 Operates with either city water or tank
 Fully automated PLC controlled pumping station

 Water flow to nozzles controlled by pulsing valve
 Longer sub-critical operation for CO2 gas coolers
 Lower condensing temperature/pressure
 Operates as an evaporative cooler during warm
and hot season

ATOMIZING NOZZLE
PIPING
NETWORK

PUMPING AND
WATER TREATMENT
STATION

FULLY AUTOMATED PLC CONTROLLED FILTRATION & PUMPING STATION

GUARDIAN+
RC-A CONTROLLER

WATER PRESSURE
REGULATING VALVE

WATER INLET
PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL
SWITCH

UV LIGHT

WATER PARTICLE FILTER
DEMINERALIZER
(ANTI-SCALING)

C

DRAIN

WATER OUTLET

DRAIN

PULSING VALVE
PUMP

OPTI-MIST PLUS ADIABATIC CONTROL

RC-A

SYSTEM CONTROLLER
The system is entirely managed by the Guardian+ RC-A controller. This fully
programmable PLC controls both the hydraulic circuit and the filtration system.
It constantly makes adjustments according to the job requirement, allowing the
system to use just the minimum amount of water required to achieve the desired
temperature.
The software can adjust the behaviour of the system using either the ambient air
or the heat rejection unit’s outlet liquid temperature/gas pressure. The amount of
atomized water can be easily adjusted according to the heat rejection unit needs.
If the outside temperature drops under a pre-determined point, the system stops
and drains the pipes to avoid freeze damage to the system.
The controller also includes several alarms for easy operation, maintenance and
troubleshooting. It also has full remote communication capabilities, including
MODBUS, BACNET and LONWORKS protocols.
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WATER
SUPPLY
TO UNIT

DRAIN
N/C

K
N/O
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WATER INLET
(CITY WATER)

A

C

N/C

H

TO DRAIN

60”

G

L

N/C

G

J

20 1/4”

N/O

A

Q

A

TO DRAIN

A

PUMPING STATION AND TREATMENT CABINET
WITH CITY WATER CONNECTION
36 1/4”
A MANUAL VALVE

J SOLENOID VALVE

B WATER FILTER

K MANUAL BY-PASS

C DEMINARILIZER

L PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE

D UV LAMP

M CHECK VALVE

E PRESSURE REGULATING VALVE

N PRESSURE GAUGE ACCESS 1/4 FPT

F PULSING VALVE

P AIR VENT SOLENOID VALVE

G PRESSURE GAUGE

Q PESSURE SWITCH (BY OTHER)

H WATER PUMP

PIPING BY OTHER (FIELD INSTALLED)
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